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Abstract: The urban thermal environment is impacted by changes in urban landscape patterns
resulting from urban expansion and seasonal variation. In order to cope effectively with urban heat
island (UHI) effects and improve the urban living environment and microclimate, an analysis of
the heating effect of impervious surface areas (ISA) and the cooling effects of vegetation is needed.
In this study, Landsat 8 data in four seasons were used to derive the percent ISA and fractional
vegetation cover (FVC) by spectral unmixing and to retrieve the land surface temperature (LST) from
the radiative transfer equation (RTE). The percent ISA and FVC were divided into four different
categories based on ranges 0–25%, 25–50%, 50–75%, and 75–100%. The LST with percent ISA and FVC
were used to calculate the surface heating rate (SHR) and surface cooling rate (SCR). Finally, in order
to analyze the heating effect of ISA and the cooling effect of vegetation, the variations of LST with
SHR and SCR were compared between different percent ISA and FVC categories in the four seasons.
The results showed the following: (1) In summer, SHR decreases as percent ISA increases and SCR
increases as FVC increases in the study area. (2) Unlike the dependence of LST on percent ISA and
FVC, the trends of SHR/SCR as a function of percent ISA/FVC are more complex for different value
ranges, especially in spring and autumn. (3) The SHR (heating capacity) decreases with increasing
percent ISA in autumn. However, the SCR (cooling capacity) decreases with increasing FVC, except
in summer. This study shows that our methodology to analyze the variation and change trends
of SHR, SCR, and LST based on different ISA and FVC categories in different seasons can be used
to interpret urban ISA and vegetation cover, as well as their heating and cooling effects on the
urban thermal environment. This analytical method provides an important insight into analyzing
the urban landscape patterns and thermal environment. It is also helpful for urban planning and
mitigating UHI.
Keywords: land surface temperature; percent impervious surface area; fractional vegetation cover;
surface heating rate; surface cooling rate; seasonal variations
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Urbanization, with the transformation of natural landscapes to impervious surface
area, can result in environmental degradation and human and social issues, such as urban
heat island (UHI) effects, air pollution, climate change, and adverse effects on human health
and well-being [1–3]. Among the urban environmental problems, the UHI phenomenon
can be evaluated by comparing the land surface temperature (LST) values in urban and
rural environments. The LST is usually retrieved from thermal infrared (TIR) remote
sensing data [4,5]. Advances in remote sensing have enabled the use of satellite data at
various spatial and temporal resolutions for estimating LST over entire urban regions,
making such data superior to point observations of LST on the ground. Data from the
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Landsat satellites (e.g., TM, ETM+, and OIL/TIRS) are often used to analyze spatial and
temporal variations in urban impervious surface areas (ISA), vegetation, and LST due to
their relatively high spatial resolution [6–8].
UHI describes the phenomenon wherein urban areas are hotter than the surrounding
non-urban areas under certain conditions [9,10]. High air temperature and LST affect the
comfort of urban residents and lead to greater health risks [2,5,11,12]. Consequently, how
to accurately assess the impacts of variations in urban landscape patterns on the thermal
environment is very important for mitigating and adapting to UHIs, and this has become a
major research focus for urban thermal environments [13–16].
An increase in ISA is usually concurrent with a decrease in vegetation cover during
urbanization processes, which result in reduced evapotranspiration and increased LST,
as well as the emission of heat from anthropogenic activities such as combustion engines
and heating systems [17–19]. Urban impervious areas can increase urban heat stress by
increasing LST through the absorption of sensible heat [20]. In contrast, urban vegetation
reduces LST by redistributing sensible heat to latent heat, reduces downward solar radiation reaching the ground via shading effects, and mitigates air pollution and the UHI
effect [21,22].
Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the impacts of changes in ISA and vegetation
cover on variation in the urban LST, which can help to mitigate UHI effects and enable
urban areas to effectively adapt to climate change. A timely and accurate evaluation of
urban environmental change is highly important to ensure urban sustainability. Many
studies have analyzed the UHI effect based on LST retrieved from Landsat remote sensing
imagery [9,23], and LST derived from thermal infrared remote sensors has become one
of the most commonly used indicators for heat island analysis. Compared to the natural
landscape pattern, the urban landscape pattern is heterogeneous, and the urban environment is characterized by a heterogeneous morphology [13,24]. Therefore, instead of a hard
classification of urban land cover types, methods of soft classification are commonly used
to extract subpixel land cover types and to further quantify the urban landscape pattern
and LST. Subpixel land cover types extracted by spectral unmixing are usually used to
analyze the urban thermal environment by incorporating fractional covers of land cover
types, such as percent ISA and fractional vegetation cover (FVC), with LST. In addition, the
normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), the normalized difference built-up index
(NDBI), and the LST are also commonly used to analyze urban land cover patterns and the
thermal environment [12].
Researchers and urban planners have joined ranks in mitigating UHI effects [25] using
various mitigation and adaptation methods, including urban green infrastructure and innovative engineering materials [26,27]. A series of studies have examined the effect of ISA and
vegetation on the urban thermal environment by analyzing the relationships of urban ISA
and vegetation with LST [4,18,28–32]. The effect of ISA on the urban thermal environment
is usually analyzed by quantifying the linear relationships between the subpixel percent
impervious surface, which reveals areas of urban development with varying densities and
patterns, and LST [7,19,29,33,34]. Some studies also observed urban vegetation and LST by
analyzing the LST reduction due to higher NDVI and FVC [12,28]. Wang et al. [35] showed
that the cooling effect of urban trees varies largely with different background geographical
controls. Generally, these studies revealed the functioning of the urban thermal environment of urban ISA and vegetation. However, how the heating/cooling effects vary in
different seasons and in different development densities of the whole city remains obscure,
and a quantitative assessment needs to be conducted.
In this study, Landsat remotely sensed data acquired in four seasons were used
to quantify the cooling/heating capacity of urban vegetation/ISA in the city of Nanjing,
China. Then, the surface heating/cooling rates were calculated based on LST with the urban
percent ISA/fractional vegetation cover and compared in different ranges and different
seasons. This study aims to explore the impact of seasonal changes on the heating/cooling
capacity of urban ISA and vegetation within different ranges and to further investigate
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their implications with regard to urban climatic change in the study area by using seasonal
Landsat data.
2. Study Area and the Data
Nanjing city, the capital of Jiangsu province in China, was selected for this research
study (Figure 1). It is located away from the coast and is a large city in China. The Yangtze
River flows along the north of Nanjing city, the total population is 8.335 million, and the
urban population was approaching 7 million in 2017 [36]. The urbanization rate is 81.4%.
The climate in Nanjing is humid subtropical [37,38]. The summer months are characterized
by a hot and wet climate. The rate of urbanization has been high in the last 20 years, and
the expansion of ISA is a noteworthy issue because of its impact on the environment [38].

Figure 1. Location of the study area and a Landsat 8 OLI image of the area acquired on 21 July 2017
(red, Band 4; green, Band 3; blue, Band 2).

Multitemporal cloud-free Landsat 8 satellite imageries were used in the study area in
the four seasons of the same year. The acquisition dates of the Landsat 8 OLI sensor were
15 March (Spring) 2017, 21 July (Summer) 2017, 9 October (Autumn) 2017, and 12 December
(Winter) 2017. Firstly, the satellite images were geometrically and radiometrically corrected.
The Landsat 8 dataset has two thermal infrared (TIR) bands (Bands 10 and 11). However,
due to the larger calibration uncertainty associated with TIR Band 11, it is recommended
that users should work with TIR Band 10 data as a single spectral band and should not
attempt a split-window algorithm using both TIR Bands 10 and 11 (https://www.usgs.
gov/core-science-systems/nli/landsat/using-usgs-landsat-level-1-data-product; access
on 24 March 2021). A geographic database for Nanjing city was also used for this study.
A high-resolution Chinese GF-1 image was used as the reference data for accuracy
assessments. The GF-1 multispectral image (acquired on 24 July 2017) with 8 m spatial resolution was used to assess the accuracy of urban land cover derived from Landsat 8 data. The
surface reflectances recorded by Landsat were retrieved from the top-of-atmosphere radiances through Fast Line-of-sight Atmospheric Analysis of Spectral Hypercubes (FLAASH)
atmospheric correction. The NDVI was calculated based on the surface reflectance of Bands
4 and 5 of the Landsat 8 OLI image. The GF-1 image was used to extract land cover types
to analyze the accuracy of fractional cover extracted from the Landsat data.
3. Methods
3.1. Retrieval of LST
The radiative transfer equation (RTE) was used to retrieve the LST from the Landsat thermal infrared band. Firstly, the thermal infrared band was converted to top-ofatmosphere (TOA) radiance through radiometric calibration. The second step was to

1
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remove the effects of atmospheric influence on the thermal infrared band of the Landsat
4 of 18
data. The surface-leaving radiance LT is calculated via Equation (1) [39]:
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summer, autumn, and winter images were acquired on 15 March, 21 July, 9 October, and 12 December
3.2. Linear Spectral Unmixing by Fully Constrained Least Squares and Accuracy Assessment
2017, respectively.
Linear spectral unmixing by fully constrained least squares (FCLS) was used to extract subpixel fractional covers from the Landsat imagery in this study. All linear spectral
unmixing procedures were undertaken in ENVI 4.5. The spectral unmixing procedure
mainly consists of two steps: endmember extraction and fractional cover estimation.
There are a variety of methods used to extract endmembers from images [14,43]. The
urban environment can be assumed to consist of four fundamental components: water,
vegetation, impervious surfaces, and soil. In this study, endmembers were extracted by
constructing two-dimensional spectral mixing spaces. Before spectral unmixing, the wa-
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3.2. Linear Spectral Unmixing by Fully Constrained Least Squares and Accuracy Assessment
Linear spectral unmixing by fully constrained least squares (FCLS) was used to extract
subpixel fractional covers from the Landsat imagery in this study. All linear spectral
unmixing procedures were undertaken in ENVI 4.5. The spectral unmixing procedure
mainly consists of two steps: endmember extraction and fractional cover estimation.
There are a variety of methods used to extract endmembers from images [14,43]. The
urban environment can be assumed to consist of four fundamental components: water,
vegetation, impervious surfaces, and soil. In this study, endmembers were extracted by
constructing two-dimensional spectral mixing spaces. Before spectral unmixing, the water
surfaces were masked out from the images because the spectral features of water are
similar to those of low-albedo impervious areas. The spectrum of ISA varies widely, and
impervious surfaces can be extracted by high- and low-albedo endmembers [44]; four
endmembers—vegetation, high-albedo impervious surfaces (bright ISA such as concrete),
low-albedo impervious surfaces (dark ISA such as asphalt), and soil—were defined. The
FCLS model was used to spectrally unmix the signatures by constrained least squares, and
four fractional images were derived. The high- and low-albedo percent ISA images were
aggregated to form a total percent ISA image. The fraction images for ISA and vegetation
in the four seasons were generated as shown in Figure 3. A multispectral GF-1 image with
high spatial resolution of 8 meters was used to assess the accuracy of spectral unmixing by
comparing fractional covers derived from Landsat 8 OLI data by FCLS with those from the
high-resolution image. The four sampled plots used to assess the accuracy are shown in
Figure 3a.
In order to assess the accuracy of the fractional cover images of ISA and vegetation
derived by FCLS, we compared the fraction estimates in the sample areas with the reference
data derived from the high-resolution GF-1 image. The maximum likelihood classification algorithm was used to classify the ISA and vegetation classes in the GF-1 data, and
the sample areas were selected as reference data. The four sample areas in Figure 3a
representing the whole study area were selected to analyze the accuracy. In this study,
we only assessed the accuracy of the fractional covers derived from the Landsat data
acquired in spring because the acquisition date of the high-resolution image (acquired on
2 March 2017) was close to the acquisition date of the Landsat 8 data (acquired on 15 March
2017). This approach was applicable because their acquisition dates are very close, so the
land cover/vegetation phenology hardly changed between the acquisition dates of the
high-resolution data and the spring Landsat 8 data.
The overall classification accuracy in the four sample plots was very similar, with
less than 7% difference between the fractional covers of ISA and vegetation derived from
Landsat and high-resolution data (Table 1). This accuracy can also represent the accuracy
of fractional covers derived for the other three seasons. Considering the heterogeneity of
the urban landscape pattern, the results indicated good agreement for ISA and vegetation
cover between the areas obtained from Landsat and high-resolution data. Therefore, our
method to derive fractional cover is reliable. We do not provide accuracy assessments
for the other three seasons here because high-resolution images for those seasons were
not available.
Table 1. Accuracy assessment of the fractional cover of ISA and vegetation (derived by FCLS from a
Landsat 8 image acquired on 15 March 2017. Areas measured in km2 .
Area from the OLI Image

Site 1
Site 2
Site 3
Site 4

Area from the GF-1 Image

Difference (%)

ISA

VEG

ISA

VEG

ISA

VEG

1.001
1.096
1.734
2.142

1.588
1.123
0.799
0.627

0.993
1.147
1.738
2.105

1.647
1.166
0.856
0.650

0.8
−4.4
−0.2
1.8

−3.6
−3.7
−6.7
−3.5
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Figurecover
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four seasons of 2017. The four sample plots in (a) were selected for accuracy assessment.

In order to assess the accuracy of the fractional cover images of ISA and vegetation
derived by FCLS, we compared the fraction estimates in the sample areas with the reference data derived from the high-resolution GF-1 image. The maximum likelihood
classification algorithm was used to classify the ISA and vegetation classes in the GF-1
data, and the sample areas were selected as reference data. The four sample areas in
Figure 3a representing the whole study area were selected to analyze the accuracy. In this
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3.3. Division of the Percent ISA and Fractional Vegetation Cover
The percent ISA can indicate areas of urban development with varying development
densities and patterns. Continuous percent ISA can be divided into different ISA categories
to represent different levels of urban development based on equidistant ranges, and the
variations of percent ISA with LST were measured to analyze the impact of variations in
urban development density on the LST. In this study, each pixel with percent ISA was
classified into one of four categories (0−25%, 25−50%, 50−75%, and 75−100%) representing different levels of urban development. A higher value of the percent ISA indicates
higher development density/a higher level of urbanization and higher LST. Like for the
classification of percent ISA, each pixel with fractional vegetation cover was also classified
into one of four categories (0−25%, 25−50%, 50−75%, and 75−100% vegetation cover). A
higher value of fractional vegetation cover indicates a higher cooling effect and lower LST.
By classifying the percent ISA and fractional vegetation cover into four ranges each,
the urban LST in each ISA/vegetation range can be calculated, and the spatio-temporal
patterns of the urban thermal environment can be analyzed and compared for the same
ranges in different seasons and for different ranges (different urban development densities)
in the same season.
3.4. Calculation of the Land Surface Heating Rate and Cooling Rate
Urban land cover changes from pervious to impervious surfaces increase the LST
by reducing evapotranspiration and increasing sensible heat. Inversely, vegetation can
decrease the LST by reducing the downward solar radiation reaching the ground and
redistributing sensible heat to latent heat through evapotranspiration [45]. Different from
others’ research involving regression analysis of the LST and percent ISA/FVC, in order to
adapt effectively to climate change, we aimed to analyze the surface heating rate of ISA and
surface cooling rate of vegetation in the urban area. In this study, the urban surface heating
rate is defined as the change in LST per percentage point of percent ISA; correspondingly,
the urban surface cooling rate is defined as the change in LST per percentage point of
FVC. Equations (3) and (4) give, respectively, the surface heating rate (SHR) of ISA and the
surface cooling rate (SCR) of vegetation.
SHR = dLST/dPI

(3)

SCR = −dLST/dFVC

(4)

In Equations (3) and (4), the LST is retrieved from remotely sensed data, PI is the
percent ISA, and FVC is the fractional vegetation cover. In this study, all the LST, FVC, and
LST values were derived from Landsat data. The SHR and SCR can be calculated from
the slopes of linear regression between LST and percent ISA and between LST and FVC,
respectively. Therefore, the SHR and SCR can be calculated based on the pixels of ISA,
FVC, and LST.
Obviously, percent ISA has a positive correlation with LST, while FVC has a negative
correlation with LST. The SHR and SCR reveal the heating capacity of ISA and the cooling
capacity of vegetation. Through analyzing the SHR based on different ISA ranges, effects
of variations in the urban different development densities on heating can be accurately
assessed. As for FVC, though the relationship between LST and FVC is negative, regression
analysis showed that the relationship between LST and FVC is not entirely linear [17,18].
Therefore, by analyzing the SCR based on different fractional vegetation ranges, the cooling
effect of vegetation on the urban thermal environment can be more accurately assessed.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Variation of the LST in Different Ranges and Different Seasons
The LST varies with changes in landscape patterns and seasonal variations. As
the two main urban land cover types, the composition and configuration of ISA and
vegetation patches affect the spatial distribution patterns and magnitude of LST, and the
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LST increases with increasing percent ISA and decreases with increasing FVC. Therefore,
the configuration of ISA/vegetation patches and seasonal variations influence the surface
heating/cooling effects. In order to quantify the relationship between percent ISA/FVC
and LST for urban climatic adaptation, we need to differentiate the influences of seasonal
variations on LST based on ISA categories and FVC categories.
Urban ISA increases resulting from urban expansion can increase the LST and the intensity
of UHI effects. A number of studies have used the ISA, normalized difference built-up index
(NDBI), or normalized difference impervious surface index (NDISI) to analyze the ISA increase
with urban expansion and its impact on the thermal environment [46–48]. Urban vegetation
can mitigate the LST and UHI effects, and many studies have also investigated urban
thermal environment change by analyzing the variations in the LST with FVC and some
vegetation indices such as NDVI and EVI [7,16,22]. However, very few studies have
analyzed the heating/cooling capacities (effects) of urban ISA and vegetation and their
change trends in different ranges and different seasons. In order to comprehensively
understand the effect of variation in ISA/vegetation on the thermal environment and
to further effectively adapt to urban climate change, it is necessary to analyze the LST
of different ISA/vegetation ranges and its temporal trends in different seasons firstly.
Table 2 shows the mean LST values for different percent ISA ranges and FVC ranges in the
study area in the four seasons of 2017. The results indicate that the LST varies in different
ranges and different seasons, so we can quantify the impacts of seasonal variations on the
urban LST.
Table 2. The mean LST values for different percent ISA/FVC categories of the study area in the four seasons of 2017.
Mean LST (◦ C)
Season

0–25% ISA

0–25% FVC

25–50% ISA

25–50% FVC

50–75% ISA

50–75% FVC

75–100% ISA

75–100% FVC

Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter

18.0
38.3
28.7
9.8

19.1
42.3
31.0
10.3

18.3
39.7
29.4
10.1

18.2
41.2
30.1
9.6

18.7
41.1
30.1
10.3

17.6
39.8
29.3
9.3

19.0
42.1
30.8
10.4

17.4
38.1
28.7
9.1

Comparing the LST in the different categories of the same season enables an analysis
of the impact of an increase or decrease in ISA/vegetation resulting from urban landscape
pattern change. LST increased with increasing percent ISA (from 0–25% to 75–100% percent
ISA) and decreased with increasing FVC (from 0–25% to 75–100% FVC), as shown in
Table 2, especially in summer. In summer, the mean LST increased nearly 4 ◦ C from 38.3 ◦ C
at 0–25% ISA to 42.1 ◦ C at 75–100% ISA. In winter, the mean LST only increased 0.6 ◦ C
from the low-percentage ISA category (9.8 ◦ C at 0–25% ISA) to the highest ISA category
(10.4 ◦ C at 75–100% ISA). The increases in LST from the low-percentage ISA category to the
high-percentage ISA category in spring and autumn were between those in summer and
winter. In spring and autumn, the mean LST increased 1 ◦ C and 2.1 ◦ C, respectively, from
the 0–25% ISA category to the 75–100% ISA category. Table 2 shows that the heating effects
from the low-ISA category to the high-ISA category were obviously higher in summer than
in other seasons. Inverse to the change trend of the LST across ISA categories in different
seasons, the mean LST across the FVC categories decreased with increasing FVC from
0–25% to 75–100% FVC, and the decrease was greater in summer (lesser in winter) than in
other seasons. This indicates that the cooling effect of FVC from the low-FVC category to
the high-FVC category was also the highest in summer and the lowest in winter.
Table 2 indicates that the mean LST was the highest in summer, the mean LST in
autumn was second highest, and the mean LST in winter was the lowest in each ISA/FVC
category. By analyzing the seasonal LST difference for each category, the impact of seasonal
variations on the mean LST in each category can be calculated. In addition, the impact of
urban landscape pattern change on the LST can be analyzed through comparing the mean
LST across different categories of the same season. Through comparing the LST based
on the same or different categories in the four seasons, we can differentiate the impact
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of urban landscape pattern changes and seasonal variations on the thermal environment.
This is important for urban planning and its adaptation to urban climatic change.
In Table 2, the mean LST for each category obviously varied among the different
seasons, with especially large variation between summer and other seasons, which means
that the heating/cooling effects of the ISA/FVC categories were different in different
seasons. Therefore, it is necessary to further calculate and compare the SHR and SCR of
the different seasons based on the percent ISA and FVC categories.
4.2. Analysis of the SHR and LST Based on Different Ranges and Different Seasons
The surface heating/cooling effects of urban surfaces are impacted by the composition
and configuration of land cover types and seasonal variations (such as climatic variations, phenological characteristics of vegetation, and so on). As introduced in Section 3.4,
Equations (3) and (4) of the surface heating/cooling rates indicate that the heating/cooling
capacity is impacted by the LST and percentage of ISA/FVC. In order to accurately calculate
the surface heating/cooling rates in this study, we calculated the surface heating/cooling
rates and LST values based on the ranges of 0–25%, 25–50%, 50–75%, and 75–100% of
the percent ISA and FVC for different urban development densities and compared their
variations among different ranges and different seasons. This method is reasonable because
the relationship between the LST and percent ISA/FVC is linear in each small range, so
the heating/cooling rates and LST calculated based on each small range are more accurate
than those calculated in the whole range of 0–100%.
Figure 4 presents scatter plots of the LST and percent ISA in the different seasons. The
relationships between the LST and percent ISA across the whole range of 0–100% are linear
in Figure 4. By visual interpretation of Figure 4, the linear relationships between the LST
and percent ISA are stronger in each small range of 0–25%, 25–50%, 50–75%, and 75–100%
ISA than those in the whole range of 0–100%. Therefore, the SHR and LST calculated
in each small range can be more accurately analyzed and compared in different seasons
Remote Sens. 2021, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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In this study, our approach goes beyond an analysis of the LST and percent ISA. Here,
the SHR and LST are analyzed based on each ISA category. Figure 5 shows the differences
in the mean LST and SHR for the different ISA categories.
Figure 4. Scatter plots of the LST and percent ISA in the study area in the four seasons.

Figure 5. The mean LST and SHR for different percent ISA categories in the four seasons.

Figure 5. The mean LST and SHR for different percent ISA categories in the four seasons.

As shown in Figures 4 and 5, though the LST consistently increased with increasing
percent ISA, the change trends of the SHR and percent ISA were not exactly like the change
trends of the LST and percent ISA. In summer, the LST increased with increasing percent
ISA, and the SHR decreased with increasing percent ISA (Figure 5b); this indicates that the
increase rate of the heating capacity of ISA decreased with the percent ISA and LST increase
in summer. The value of the SHR decreased from 8.2 at 0–25% ISA to 2.4 at 75–100% ISA in
summer. However, the SHR varied little between the 25–50% and 50–75% ISA categories
in summer (only decreased from 5.4 to 5.1), though the change trends of the LST for the
two ISA categories were similar to the change trends of the LST for other ISA categories
(the LST increased from 39.7 ◦ C for the 25–50% ISA category to 41.1 ◦ C for the 50–75% ISA
category). This indicates that the increase rate of heating capacities was nearly unchanged
from 25–50% to 50–75% ISA, while the LST and percent ISA increased from the 25–50%
category to the 50–75% category in summer. These findings are helpful for urban planning
and climatic adaption for reducing urban UHI effects. As in Equation (3) in Section 3.4, the
SHR is impacted by the LST and percent ISA. Obviously, the urban LST is impacted by the
composition of ISA and vegetation. Therefore, the SHR is impacted by the composition
of ISA and vegetation. In Figure 5b, the value of the SHR was large at 0–25% ISA (8.2)
and small at 75–100% ISA (2.4) in summer, though LST increased with increasing percent
ISA. This is because the rate of increase in the LST (heating capacity) was higher in the
0–25% ISA category and decreased as the percent ISA increased (from 0–25% to 75–100%
ISA) in summer. As for the 25–50% and 50–75% ISA categories, there was more vegetation
present in the two categories than in the 75–100% ISA category and less vegetation than
in the 0–25% ISA category in summer. The rate of LST change increased relatively little
between the 25–50% and 50–75% ISA categories; therefore, the SHR was nearly unchanged
across the 25–50% and 50–75% categories in summer, though LST increased with increasing
percent ISA.
For autumn, the change trend of the SHR was similar to that in summer (Figure 5c).
However, the value of the SHR and mean LST in autumn varied little between different ISA
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categories compared to those in summer. The SHR decreased from 3.2 at 0–25% ISA to 1.7
at 75–100% ISA in autumn, which meant that the heating effect changed relatively little between
different ISA categories in the study area in autumn compared with summer. Compared with the
SHR in summer and autumn, the SHR varied in more complex ways in spring and winter, even
though the LST increased with increasing percent ISA (Figure 5a,d). The SHR was slightly
higher in the 50–75% ISA category in spring and winter, which indicates that the increase
rates of LST and the heating capacity in this category were higher than those in other ISA
categories. Because the climate became cool in spring and cold in winter, LST increased
little with the percent ISA increase, and the range of variation of the SHR was also small
across the different ISA categories, especially in winter. This indicates that the heating
effects increased very little with the percent ISA increase in spring and winter, especially
for the 75–100% ISA category.
For urban planning and climatic adaptation, besides analysis of the variations in
the LST for different seasons and different ISA ranges, analysis of SHR differences for
different seasons and different ISA ranges can be used to further explore the urban thermal
environment and climate adaptation under conditions of urban expansion. Through
analyzing the variation in the SHR in different ISA ranges, we can obtain the distribution of
the heating capacity in different urban development density areas, and through analyzing
the variation of the SHR in different seasons, we can infer the impact of seasonal variation
on the heating capacity. For urban planning and climatic adaptation under the conditions
of urban expansion, it is necessary to analyze the impacts of urban landscape pattern
change resulting from urban expansion and seasonal variations on the heating effect. This
can be achieved through our SHR analytical method herein.
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Urban vegetation has a cooling effect on the thermal environment, especially in
summer. In this study, the SCR and LST were calculated based on each FVC category,
shown in Figure 7. Although the LST generally decreased as FVC increased (Figures 6
and 7), the relationship between the LST and FVC was not as entirely linear in the whole
range of 0–100% FVC (Figure 6) as was that between LST and percent ISA in the whole
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Urban vegetation has a cooling effect on the thermal environment, especially in summer.
In this study, the SCR and LST were calculated based on each FVC category, shown in
Figure 7. Although the LST generally decreased as FVC increased (Figures 6 and 7), the
relationship between the LST and FVC was not as entirely linear in the whole range of
0–100% FVC (Figure 6) as was that between LST and percent ISA in the whole range of
0–100% percent ISA (Figure 4). Different from the decrease in SHR with increasing percent
ISA in summer, the SCR increased with increasing FVC in summer (Figure 7). With increasing FVC, the SCR of vegetation increased from 3.7 in the 0–25% FVC category to 7.5 in
Remote Sens. 2021, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW
14 of 18
the 75–100% FVC category in summer. This indicates that the cooling effect of vegetation
increased with increasing FVC in summer, though LST decreased with increasing FVC.
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FVC is not only impacted by seasonal variation; it also has different seasonal cooling
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compared to that in summer. The change trends of the SCR in different FVC ranges are
helpful for urban greening and urban landscape design for UHI mitigation.
FVC is not only impacted by seasonal variation; it also has different seasonal cooling
effects due to the different evapotranspiration rates in different seasons. Although the
phenological characteristics of vegetation in the study area, to some extent, resulted in the
variations of percent ISA and FVC derived by FCLS in the different seasons, the continuous
percent ISA and FVC were divided into different categories (0–25%, 25–50%, 50–75% and
75–100% ISA/FVC categories) representing different urban landscape patterns. Therefore,
the SHR and SCR calculated based on the different ISA/FVC categories can be compared
among the different categories and different seasons.
Through comparing the SHR/SCR and mean LST in different ranges, we can quantify
urban heating and cooling patterns and their changes under the conditions of range
variations resulting from urban expansion and seasonal variations. As the analysis above
shows, the heating/cooling capacities of an urban surface are impacted by the urban
landscape pattern and season. An analysis of urban heating and cooling effects helps
us to explore the climate adaptation potential in different development density areas of
cities. This can be achieved through analyzing the surface heating and cooling rates based
on different ISA and FVC categories. Different from previous studies that analyzed the
relationships between percent ISA/FVC and LST, in this study we used remotely sensed
data to characterize the patterns of the surface heating capacity, cooling capacity, and LST
based on the urban ISA and vegetation categories; this can provide new insights into urban
planning and adaptation to climate change.
5. Conclusions
Urban expansion results in landscape pattern changes of increasing ISA and decreasing
vegetation cover, which increase the LST and impact the urban thermal environment.
Increased temperatures due to urban expansion can result in climatic change in urban
areas [49] and may have direct consequences on human health [50–52]. Accurate analysis
of the urban landscape pattern and its impact on the thermal environment is important for
mitigating the UHI effect and for urban planning.
In this paper, subpixel ISA and FVC were extracted from Landsat data by FCLS, and
the accuracy was assessed by testing areas using very-high-resolution remotely sensed
imagery. The subpixel fractional ISA and FVC values were further classified into four
categories, and the SHR and SCR were calculated based on each ISA/vegetation category.
Different from previous studies that analyzed the relationship of LST with ISA and vegetation, in this study we compared the SHR, SCR, and mean LST based on the different
ranges of ISA and FVC in different seasons, and we provided a new method to explore the
impact of the urban landscape pattern on the thermal environment.
The urban thermal environment is impacted by the urban landscape pattern and
season. Therefore, an analysis of the SHR/SCR and mean LST in different categories and
seasons can help to characterize the heating/cooling effects of ISA/vegetation and further
help for urban ecological planning.
The main results of this research are as follows:
(1) In the study area, the SHR values in summer were 8.2, 5.4, 5.1, and 2.1 in the 0–25%,
25–50%, 50–75%, and 75–100% ISA categories, respectively, higher than in other seasons,
and the SHR decreased with increasing LST and percent ISA in summer and autumn.
When conditions were cold in spring and winter, the change trends of the SHR became
more complex.
(2) The SCR increased with increasing FVC in summer and decreased with increasing
FVC in spring, autumn, and winter. This indicates that the cooling capacity of vegetation
increased with increasing FVC in summer and decreased with increasing FVC in other
seasons. In the 75–100% FVC category, the SCR values were negative in spring (−0.4) and
winter (−1.2) when the climate was cold.
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(3) Seasonal variations obviously impacted the SHR, SCR, and their change trends
across different ranges of ISA and vegetation cover. Compared with the SCR and FVC,
the change trends of the SHR and percent ISA were generally more complicated in spring
and winter.
Although the accuracy of the subpixel ISA and FVC derived from FCLS, along with
the classification of the percent ISA and FVC into four ranges, impacted the results of the
SHR and SCR, our methodology can integrate SHR, SCR, percent ISA, FVC, and LST to
quantify the urban thermal environment and can provide information for urban planning
and climate adaptation. Future research could analyze the SHR and SCR using monthly
data or even day and night data based on different categories of percent ISA and FVC. In
addition, it should be noted that the relationships and change trends between SHR, SCR,
percent ISA, FVC, and LST may be area-dependent (the change trends may be different
between different cities), and future research can further compare results for different cities
under different climatic conditions.
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